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The introduction of a new product generation forces incumbents in platform markets to rebuild their installed
base of complementary products. Using three different data sets on the U.S. market for video game consoles,

we show that incumbents can, to some extent, substitute for rebuilding their new installed base by making their
new products backward compatible, which lets them draw on the installed base of software for the parent
generation. However, while this positive direct effect of backward compatibility dominates in our setting, we also
observe a (weaker) negative indirect effect working through the reduced supply of new software. We find that
both effects are moderated by the age of the new technological generation and by the technological leap between
generations: backward compatibility becomes less important with increasing console age and larger technological
improvement between generations.
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1. Introduction
Successful firms in platform markets will strive to
maintain their leading position even as new platform
generations emerge. This is challenging because new,
technologically superior generations may render some
of the factors that made a firm successful in the first
place obsolete. However, several mechanisms may help
firms transfer their market position across platform
generations. For example, since expectations matter
greatly in the initial phases of the new generation, an
established brand or reputation can make up for the
lack of an actual installed base of users (Schilling 2003).
Similarly, production processes of earlier generations
may generate learning curve effects (Amit 1986) and
give firms a cost advantage in the new generation if the
production processes are sufficiently similar (Schilling
et al. 2003). Moreover, by having been active in a
prior generation, firms may have built relationships
either with developers of complementary products,
e.g., software, or distribution channels (Schilling 2003).
Finally, the installed base of an existing platform gener-
ation (the “parent” generation) can be used as an asset
by making the new generation backward compatible
(Adner and Kapoor 2010, Zhu and Iansiti 2012).

In platform markets, making a new platform gen-
eration backward compatible—that is, the installed
base (of hard- and/or software) of the old gener-
ation also works with the new generation—is an
important strategy of passing some of the previ-
ous generations’ success on to the new generation

(Adomavicius et al. 2012). We will focus on this while
accounting for many of the other mechanisms. We
are particularly interested in identifying some of the
contingencies of backward compatibility—that is, when
is backward compatibility an especially beneficial strat-
egy for competing across platform generations? Since
much of the benefits of backward compatibility come
from the availability of complementary products, i.e.,
indirect network effects, we study the role of parent
installed base of software on hardware demand and
software supply.

In our empirical setting—the home video game con-
sole industry—ensuring sufficient supply of software
through backward compatibility is especially challeng-
ing since the other side of the market, video games,
is supplied largely by independent firms that are not
controlled by the hardware manufacturer. Hence, the
effect of backward compatibility depends crucially on
the reaction of the population of independent software
developers (Adner and Kapoor 2010). We study the
effect of backward compatibility on both sides of the
market as well as the moderators of these effects. While
the (direct) demand-enhancing effect of backward com-
patibility is well-established in the literature, we go
beyond this baseline effect to address the following
questions.

1. What is the effect of backward compatibility on
the supply of complementary products?

2. Are the effects of backward compatibility moder-
ated by technological progress and technological age?
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We examine the U.S. market for home video game
consoles from 1995 to 2010.1 Game consoles exhibit
different degrees of technological change across genera-
tions, so we can analyze the tradeoff between backward
compatibility and technological progress across genera-
tions (Shapiro and Varian 1999). We estimate demand
for game consoles using data sets at the product and
consumer level, respectively. When exploiting variation
across generations and over time in the size of the
parent installed base for different backward compatible
consoles, we find that backward compatibility has both
the expected demand-enhancing effect on consoles
(hardware) as well as a supply-reducing effect on
games (software) for the new generation. However, the
demand-enhancing effect of backward compatibility
clearly outweighs the supply-reducing effect in our set-
ting. Using information on the different technological
generations, we can compare the effects of backward
compatibility with varying installed bases and increases
in console performance and find that the effect of
backward compatibility (both on hardware demand
and software supply) is strongest when the techno-
logical leap from the parent generation to the new
generation is moderate and when the new generation
has just been released. As the new generation is more
technologically advanced and has been on the market
longer, the effects of backward compatibility weaken.

We extend and adapt the semistructural methods
developed in Clements and Ohashi (2005) and Corts
and Lederman (2009) to address a completely differ-
ent question than theirs: they focused on competition
within a single generation and on identifying indi-
rect network effects (Clements and Ohashi 2005) and
the role of software exclusivity on hardware compe-
tition (Corts and Lederman 2009), but we study the
effect of backward compatibility and its moderating
factors on competition across generations. Thus, our
study is closest in spirit, if not in method, to Schilling
(2003), who discusses backward compatibility as a
strategy for incumbents in fighting off competition
from technologically superior challengers.

Our main contribution, therefore, is to identify and
quantify an important channel by which firms can
carry over competitive advantage across technological
generations: making their products backward compat-
ible. We identify important contingencies for which
this strategy can be especially beneficial and show that
there is also a negative effect of backward compatibility.
More generally, by considering the effect of backward
compatibility on the evolution of a system of comple-
ments, we contribute to the broader agenda toward a
dynamic, consumer-centric view of strategy. We also
add to the growing literature on firm strategies in

1 For the remainder of the paper, we will refer to the “game console”
industry for brevity.

platform markets by explicitly recognizing the interde-
pendency of the consumer and the software market and
show that firms face a tradeoff between the benefits
of backward compatibility and those of technological
improvement in their choice of introducing a new
technological generation.

2. Industry Background
The market for home video game consoles dates back
to the introduction of the Odyssey console by Mag-
navox in 1972 (Forster 2005). Game consoles are part
of a platform industry in which hardware manufac-
turers supply consoles and often also software titles,
whereas software providers concentrate on develop-
ing and distributing games. Given indirect network
effects (Clements and Ohashi 2005), hardware sup-
pliers encourage the development of complementary
products, namely game titles. Since the ‘Atari shock’ in
the early 1980s (when the console market collapsed
due to a flood in poor game titles), hardware suppliers
actively manage software quality: developers must sign
detailed licensing contracts which are enforced by legal
and technological means (Genakos 2001). This also
prevents hardware manufacturers from developing
consoles that play games for other platforms.

Our sample ranges from 1995–2010. Industry ob-
servers typically consider generations of consoles. In
industry terminology, we study generations IV to VII
(Forster 2005). Table 1 gives an overview of the consoles
we cover. We now describe the competitive landscape
in each generation.

Generation IV comprised Sega’s Genesis and Nin-
tendo’s SNES. At the start of our sample in 1995, these
consoles had already been on the market for some
time. Both consoles were very successful, reaching,
respectively, 14 million and 20 million units sold in the
United States.

Five new consoles were introduced in Generation V.
While the 3DO, the Jaguar from Atari, and Sega’s Saturn
were all commercially unsuccessful, first-time entrant
Sony scored a hit with their PlayStation being the
first console to support 3D graphics. Nintendo was
the last to enter the fifth generation console market
last. Although their N64 console was technologically
powerful, it could not catch up sales-wise with the
PlayStation.

The next generation (VI) started with the launch of
Sega’s Dreamcast, which failed and prompted Sega to
exit the console market altogether. Next, Sony launched
their PlayStation 2 in late 2000 and continued their enor-
mous success from the last generation. The PlayStation 2
was the first console offering backward compatibility:
the DVD reader could also read and play CDs released
for the first PlayStation. Nintendo’s GameCube was
released a year later without backward compatibility,
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Table 1 Video Consoles Sold Between 1995 and 2010

Backward U.S. CPU Units sold
Console compatibility launch Manufacturer [MHz] [million]

Generation IV
Genesis No 8/1989 Sega 706 1400
SNES No 8/1991 Nintendo 306 2000

Generation V
3DO No 3/1993 3DO 1205 200
Jaguar No 11/1993 Atari 2606 001
Saturn No 5/1995 Sega 2806 104
PlayStation No 9/1995 Sony 3309 3002
Nintendo 64 No 6/1996 Nintendo 9308 1800

Generation VI
Dreamcast No 9/1999 Sega 200 400
PlayStation 2 Yes 10/2000 Sony 29409 4500
GameCube No 11/2001 Nintendo 485 1106
Xbox No 11/2001 Microsoft 733 1403

Generation VII
Xbox 360 Yes 11/2005 Microsoft 3,200 1901
PlayStation 3 Yes 11/2006 Sony 3,200 1103
Wii Yes 11/2006 Nintendo 729 2708

Note. Units sold until 2/2010 and including estimated sold units of consoles
launched prior 1/1995.

and despite being state-of-the art technologically, was
much less successful than the PlayStation 2. Finally,
Microsoft entered the console market with their Xbox
and fared quite well for a new entrant.

Generation VII did not see any new entrants, but new
consoles from Microsoft, Sony, and Nintendo were intro-
duced. Microsoft released their Xbox 360 a year ahead
of the competition and gained considerable ground
compared to the less successful PlayStation 3. While the
Xbox 360 and the PlayStation 3 competed head-to-head
with very powerful hardware, Nintendo launched their
Wii console with considerably less powerful hardware
and successfully differentiated themselves from the
competition by positioning their console for more casual
gamers. All platforms in generation VII were backward
compatible with their preceding (the “parent”) console.

3. Competing Across Generations
Through Backward Compatibility:
Theory and Hypotheses

Backward compatibility can shape competition in a
new platform generation in a number of ways, most
notably by providing an installed base for a new plat-
form generation. Since an installed base (of consumers
and/or complementary goods) can help firms maintain
market dominance (Chen and Forman 2006, Church
and Gandal 1996), incumbents have an incentive to
commit to a large installed base of complementary
goods (Church and Gandal 1996). Greenstein (1993)
shows that compatibility between a new mainframe
and the installed base of hardware in the firm mat-
ters for mainframe adoption, while Liikanen et al.
(2004) and Koski and Kretschmer (2005) show how the

installed base of analog cellphones affected demand
for 2G (digital) cellular telephony, suggesting that new
technologies can be supported by an installed base for
the old technologies.

Achieving backward compatibility may involve as
little as choosing the same physical format (e.g., most
early modular CD players were the same width as
other components of conventional Hi-Fi systems to
ensure they would fit into existing stereo systems), but
often involve complex technological decisions (e.g.,
using legacy code for new software). In addition to
the direct cost of achieving backward compatibility,
backward compatibility can also entail a tradeoff as
it may signal low quality by the new platform (Kim
2002) or it may curtail technological improvement
(Shapiro and Varian 1999). Finally, even if technical
compatibility is given, consumers may not view the
old and new platforms as perfect substitutes, so the
effect of backward compatibility is a matter of degree
(Choi 1996, Farrell and Saloner 1992).

We discuss how backward compatibility can work
directly (on new console demand) and indirectly (on
new software supply). We then argue why we expect
the effect of backward compatibility to be weaker for
older consoles and for larger technological leaps. When
an incumbent launches a technologically improved
platform generation, it competes against both the
incumbent’s parent generation and products offered by
competitors. The larger the incumbent’s installed base
and the more fragmented the new generation, the more
difficult it is to overcome this startup problem (Farrell
and Saloner 1985, Kretschmer 2008, Schilling 2002).
With indirect network effects, firms face a chicken-and-
egg problem: it is not enough to offer a new video
console; consumers also expect to choose from a large
installed base of games for it (Clements and Ohashi
2005, Corts and Lederman 2009, Gandal et al. 2000,
Gupta et al. 1999).

The literature identifies three strategies to overcome
startup problems in platform markets (Gandal et al.
2000). Firms can (1) subsidize hardware (Krishnan and
Ramachandran 2011, Liu 2010), (2) increase software
availability by forward integration (Schilling 2003), and
(3) make the product backward compatible with the
parent generation (Greenstein 1993). All three are used
in the game console market, but we focus on the use of
backward compatibility to transfer the parent installed
base to the new generation.

3.1. The Direct Influence of Backward
Compatibility on Hardware Demand

In the game console market, backward compatibility
implies that the installed base of games for the parent
generation can still be used with the new console. But
exactly how will installed base work? So far, indirect
network effects in the video game industry have been
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measured through the demand-increasing effect by the
number of game titles currently sold on the market
(Clements and Ohashi 2005, Corts and Lederman 2009).
One way to assess the effect of games for the parent
console is to analyze if and how much the number
of different game titles still available for the compat-
ible parent generation affects demand for the new
generation. Alternatively, the installed base of games
sold for the parent generation proxies all games that
could potentially be used with the new console. This
seems plausible because buying old games for a new
console generation may be unattractive. Instead, a
larger installed base of compatible previous-generation
games increases the likelihood that an adopter has
access to some of these games; for example, if she
owns the parent console or gets old games from friends
or through second-hand trading.2 This leads to our
first hypothesis, reflecting our operationalization of the
established result that backward compatibility increases
demand.

Hypothesis 1. The larger the parent-installed base for a
backward compatible new generation, the larger the demand
for new hardware.

3.2. The Dark Side of Backward Compatibility
A large parent-installed base can also have a negative
impact on the new generation if complementary goods
from both generations are substitutes. This is because a
new console can be used with games from the current
generation as well as compatible games from the previ-
ous one. This affects the supply-side dynamics of game
software (Adomavicius et al. 2012). Since most games
are provided by independent developers, developers of
new games will face more competition—not only from
competitors in the same generation, but also from their
predecessors (Kretschmer 2008). Given the fixed-cost
nature of game development, developers will expect
less revenues to cover their (sunk) fixed costs, so their
incentive to develop and release new games—basically,
to enter the new generation—decreases (Sutton 1998).
Therefore, what may benefit the hardware market
because there is an installed base of complementary
goods available may harm the software market because
it decreases the incentives to develop software for the
new generation. To summarize:

Hypothesis 2. The larger the parent-installed base for a
backward compatible new generation, the lower the supply
of new software titles.

This effect represents the “dark side” of backward
compatibility. The net effect of backward compatibility
on hardware success then depends on two counter-

2 There is a sizable second-hand market for console games. For
example, as of January 2, 2015, a total of 1,395,890 used games were
offered on eBay.com.

Figure 1 (Color online) Dual Effect of Parent-Installed Base

vailing effects (Figure 1): the direct effect suggests
that availability of games for the compatible parent
console is a (part-)substitute for variety of new games,
increasing hardware demand. The indirect effect of
backward compatibility implies that the substitution
of new games by old games reduces new software
demand, which in turn lowers software supply, eventu-
ally lowering hardware demand.

3.3. Importance of Backward Compatibility
Over Time

As discussed, backward compatibility may help solve
the startup problem in network markets. The startup
phase is usually characterized by a low number of
available game titles for the new generation. The
availability of a parent generation’s installed base of
compatible games can to a certain extent compensate for
the lack of a large variety of new game titles. However,
users are expected to prefer game titles designed for the
new generation over previous-generation titles as new
games (unlike old ones) make full use of the technical
features of the new console. Therefore, as more titles for
the new console become available, consumers will buy
the console for its supply of new games rather than
for the existence of a large installed base of outdated
games. This is summarized in Hypothesis 3A.

Hypothesis 3A. The positive effect of a parent-installed
base for a backward compatible new generation on new
hardware demand gets weaker with increasing age of the
new technological generation.

Analogous to Hypotheses 1 and 2, we expect the
effect of backward compatibility on software supply to
be the opposite compared to hardware demand. We
therefore expect the substitutive effect between old and
new games to decline over time, leading to increased
software availability.

Hypothesis 3B. The negative effect of a parent-installed
base for a backward compatible new generation on new
software supply gets weaker with increasing age of the new
technological generation.
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3.4. Backward Compatibility and
Technological Progress

Our final set of hypotheses addresses the tradeoff
between backward compatibility and technological
progress. Kim (2002) shows that incompatibility with
the parent installed base may serve as a signal of high
quality, and Shapiro and Varian (1999) point to the trade-
off between “evolution” (backward compatibility with
limited technological improvement) and “revolution”
(no backward compatibility at drastically increased
performance) strategies as being determined by tech-
nological restrictions. Major performance increases
can only be secured by using the latest technology,
which makes it more difficult or costly to draw on the
parent installed base. In our setting, however, backward
compatibility is not technically restricted and product
quality is largely known.3 Moreover, an old game runs
just as well on a new console as on an old one, so
technological improvements may affect demand in
general, but not the strength of the effect of backward
compatibility. However, the degree of substitutability
rests on the extent to which games exploit the technical
capabilities of a console (Claussen et al. 2015). Since
games for the old generation were designed with a
different set of technological restrictions, new games
will differ in their performance, especially if the set
of restrictions imposed by the current generation has
changed considerably (Shy 1996). In our setting, we
can identify the relative importance of technological
improvement and backward compatibility if both are
present.

The effects of technological progress and backward
compatibility may be substitutes even absent a tech-
nological tradeoff. Instead, we test for a consumer-
driven tradeoff between these effects. As technological
improvement on the hardware side permits the design
of better (i.e., more elaborately programmed) games, an
old game will be a worse substitute as the technological
frontier is pushed out. We thus expect technologi-
cal progress to have a moderating effect on both the
demand and supply side effects of the parent installed
base, summarized in Hypotheses 4A and 4B.

Hypothesis 4A. The positive effect of a parent-installed
base for a backward compatible new generation on new
hardware demand gets weaker with increasing technological
progress between generations.

Hypothesis 4B. The negative effect of a parent-installed
base for a backward compatible new generation on new
software supply gets weaker with increasing technological
progress between generations.

3 Consoles typically perform as advertised and a large part of
consumer utility comes from the quality and variety of available
games.

4. Data and Estimation Model
4.1. Data

4.1.1. Data Sources. The core data set for our anal-
ysis comes from the market research firm NPD Group
and consists of monthly unit sales and revenues in the
market for game consoles in the United States from the
period 1/1995–2/2010.4 Data on games are also from
NPD Group. The software data consists of monthly
unit sales and revenue data for all available titles. For
each title, the associated console is reported.

We also match data on a console’s processing power
measured as CPU speed in megahertz (MHz). The
main data source for this is Forster (2005), completed
with data from suppliers’ websites, console databases,
and console information websites. Prices are deflated
using the U.S. deflator by the International Monetary
Fund to enable comparison of console and game prices
over the sample period.5 We use monthly population
estimates from the U.S. census to proxy for market
potential. Finally, we use USD-JPY exchange rates
from the Pacific Exchange Rate Service6 for a price
instrument discussed in §4.3.1. Two other data sets
used in robustness checks will be introduced in §§6.2
and 6.3.

4.1.2. Variables. Variables are described in Table 2.
Summary statistics are reported in Table 3. In line with
Corts and Lederman (2009), we eliminate the influence
from outdated consoles selling remainders or products
that never reached a wider audience by considering
only devices that sold more than 1,000 units in a given
month.7

Market shares in the market for game consoles
sjt �B4t5=1 are calculated by dividing monthly unit sales
of console j by total units sold in a given month. To
derive sjt and s0t , we have to define potential market
size. In line with Clements and Ohashi (2005) we use
the number of TV households to proxy for the number
of potential buyers. From this, we derive sjt , a console’s
market share of market potential8 and s0t , the market
share of the outside good, i.e., the share of potential
consumers that do not have a console and do not
buy one in the given time period. By cumulating the
unit sales of consoles, we also derive each console’s

4 We include hardware-only sales, i.e., just the console, and packages
comprising a console and a game. Both are treated equally in the
analysis as (i) package prices do not differ significantly from that of
single consoles and (ii) a clear separation is not possible with our
data. Moreover, many consoles are rarely sold on their own.
5 We used the International Monetary Fund’s World Economic
Outlook Database for this.
6 Available at http://fx.sauder.ubc.ca/.
7 The mean monthly total number of units sold is 235,678.
8 Market potential is defined as market size minus the number of
people who already bought a game console.
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Table 2 Variable Definitions

Variable Definition

sjt Market share of console j at time t (relative to market potential)
s0t Market share of the outside good (no console purchase)
sjt �B4t5=1 Within-group market share (share within the handheld market)
Njt Available software titles for current format (hundreds)
pjt Deflated console price (1995 prices)
xCPU
jt Normalized CPU speed of the console

IB
HW
jt Installed base of consoles for the current console (millions)

IB
SW
j−11 t Installed base of games for the compatible parent console

(100 millions)
ajt Age of the console (months)
IMPR CPU

j1 j−1 Relative improvement of CPU to parent console

Table 3 Summary Statistics

Variable N Mean SD Min Max

log4sjt/s0t 5 816 −6026 1063 −11011 −1079
log4sjt �B4t5=15 816 −2006 1038 −7028 −0044
Njt 816 4020 3054 0005 15081
pjt 816 180077 112082 21024 615035
xCPU
jt 816 0000 0099 −1036 4041

IB
HW
jt 816 12083 10072 0 44087

IB
SW
j−11 t 816 0080 1039 0 5022

ajt 816 46035 33045 0 134000
IMPR CPU

j1 j−1 816 5006 7013 0 25019

hardware installed base IBHW
jt .91 10 Finally, we divide

revenue by units to calculate each console’s average
monthly price pjt . All prices are in 1995 USD.

Software variety Njt is taken from the NPD data. For
every platform we count the number of game titles
with positive sales to obtain Njt . Therefore, Njt can
decline over time if game titles are no longer sold. We
also create the software installed base of the compatible
parent generation IBSW

j−11 t .
The last set of variables concerns the processing

power of the consoles. The data set covers a period
in which technological progress for video consoles
was remarkable: the CPU of the SNES ran at 3.6 MHz,
and PlayStation 3 ran at 3,200 MHz. As the data cover
the entire period, this causes problems in comparing
devices’ capabilities. Comparing a recent console that
is technically below average to the best device from
1995 would make the first one look far too good. We
therefore normalize CPU speed by calculating yearly
mean values and standard deviation and construct
a z-score for each console-month. Finally, we derive

9 In line with Clements and Ohashi (2005), we depreciate the installed
base with 5% annually.
10 At the start of our data set (1/1995), four consoles (Genesis, SNES,
3DO, and Jaguar) have already been on the market. We collected
data on their total U.S. unit sales from various Internet sources and
deducted our observed sales to calculate hardware installed base in
1/1995.

IMPRCPU
j1 j−1 as the percentage improvement of the CPU

speed compared to the CPU speed of the compatible
parent generation.11

4.2. Model Specification
We estimate hardware demand and software sup-
ply. We use a structural model to estimate hardware
demand and a reduced-form model for software sup-
ply (Clements and Ohashi 2005, Corts and Lederman
2009, Nair et al. 2004). Using a structural model allows
us to compare and interpret the coefficients for our
variables of interest quantitatively. This is useful for
our purposes because we want to be able to interpret
the relative strengths of different effects and precisely
identify potential moderators.

4.2.1. Hardware Demand. We model hardware
demand using a structural model that extends the
standard discrete-choice model for differentiated prod-
ucts by measures of parent-installed bases. We assume
that each potential adopter i of video consoles maxi-
mizes utility by choosing the highest uijt where j 6= 0
represents the different consoles and j = 0 denotes
the outside option of not buying a console. The con-
sumer’s utility function has the following (additive)
functional form:

uijt = �xjt +�pjt +�Njt + �jt + vijt +�1 IB
SW
j−11 t

+�2 IMPRj1 j−1 +�36IMPRCPU
j1 j−1 · IBSW

j−11 t7

+�4ajt +�56ajt · IB
SW
j−11 t70 (1)

The first part of the utility function represents the
baseline model without accounting for backward com-
patibility: utility depends on observed product char-
acteristics xjt , console price pjt , software variety Njt

unobserved characteristics �jt , and an idiosyncratic
error term vijt that can be interpreted as the difference
between consumer i’s valuation and mean utility.

We extend this model to capture the effects of back-
ward compatibility. First, we add the installed base
IBSW

j−11 t of the prior generation’s compatible games. We
use this to test Hypothesis 1 and expect it to have a
positive influence on the buyer’s selection decision.
Second, we add the improvement factor over the

compatible parent IMPRCPU
j1 j−1 and its interaction with

parent-installed base IMPRCPU
j1 j−1 · IBSW

j−11 t . The improve-
ment factor expresses the relative increase in CPU speed
compared to the CPU speed of the parent generation.
Following Hypothesis 4A, we expect the interaction
term to have a negative effect on buyer utility. Further,
we add console age ajt as well as an interaction term of
a parent installed base and console age ajt · IB

SW
j−11 t . For

11 We set this variable to zero if there is no active parent console.
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console age, we expect a negative effect as older con-
soles are less attractive to the remaining nonadopters.
In line with Hypothesis 3A, we expect a negative
coefficient for the interaction term between console age
and parent installed base, as we expect the effect of
backward compatibility to be more important in the
launch phase of a new platform generation.

As in Clements and Ohashi (2005), we assume vijt to
be identically and independently distributed with an
extreme value distribution function to generate a nested
logit model (Berry 1994). Potential adopters decide first
to buy a handheld game console or not, and if they
decide to buy one, they then select a specific console. In
contrast to a simple logit model, substitution patterns
can therefore differ between the decision of buying a
console and the decision about which console to buy.
Setting the utility of the outside good equal to zero
(Berry 1994), we get a linear regression equation:

ln4sjt5− ln4s0t5

= �xjt +�pjt +�Ngt + �jt +� ln4sjt �B4t5=15+�1 IB
SW
j−11 t

+�2 IMPRj1 j−1 +�36IMPRCPU
j1 j−1 · IBSW

j−11 t7

+�4ajt +�56ajt · IB
SW
j−11t70 (2)

4.2.2. Software Supply. We follow prior literature
when estimating software supply (Clements and Ohashi
2005, Corts and Lederman 2009). Software supply is
expressed by the variety of different game titles Njt

available for a specific platform. We estimate the fol-
lowing reduced-form equation:

Njt = �b +�1 IB
HW
jt +�2ajt +�36ajt · IB

HW
jt 7+�jt

+�4 IB
SW
j−11 t +�5 IMPRCPU

j1 j−1

+�66IMPRCPU
j1 j−1 · IBSW

j−11 t7

+�76ajt · IB
SW
j−11 t70 (3)

The first line of the equation is the base model with �b

being brand-specific dummies, IBHW
jt the installed base

of console of the current generation, ajt console age,
and �jt an error term. We interact hardware installed
base with console age and extend the model with
the same measures of parent-installed base as our
hardware demand equation. Following Hypothesis 2,
we expect IBSW

j−11 t to negatively affect software supply
as the parent installed base of software might partly
substitute for demand for new game titles. Further, we
interact the parent installed base with console age to
test Hypothesis 3B. Moreover, console age can proxy
for developers’ expectations regarding future sales.
From Hypothesis 4B we expect the interaction term
of IBSW

j−11 t with the relative performance increase to be
positive since this reduces the importance of backward
compatibility on the demand side so we expect less
substitution.

4.3. Endogeneity

4.3.1. Hardware Demand. The potential endogene-
ity of within-group share sjt �B4t5=1, price pjt , and soft-
ware variety Njt requires the identification of appro-
priate instruments. We use the same instruments as
Clements and Ohashi (2005) and Corts and Lederman
(2009). Within-group share is correlated with the error
term �jt as it contains part of the dependent variable sjt .
The error term �jt is known to firms and consumers
in the market (but not the econometrician), therefore
differences in unobserved quality might lead to differ-
ent price setting and thus a correlation of the console
price pjt and �jt . Finally, autocorrelation of �jt leads to
a positive correlation between �jt and the measure of
software variety Njt .

We use USD-JPY exchange rates as a cost side instru-
ment for prices because many consoles come from
Japan. Exchange rates seem a valid price instrument as
their change would lead to price adjustment in the U.S.
market. However, it does not let us identify effects at
the console level.

Further, we use the average age of software titles
currently available on the market to instrument for
within-group share and console price. A high average
age of games is a sign for missing supply of new game
titles. Hence, we expect negative correlations of average
software age, both with within-group share as a lack of
new games reduces the console’s relative attractiveness,
and with console price as console manufacturers may
try to counter this adverse effect by lowering prices.

Finally, we construct several instruments measuring
the competition faced by a platform (Berry et al. 1995).
We use the sum of competing consoles’ cumulative
CPU speed, the total number of competing platforms,
the number of competing platforms by one manufac-
turer and the number of competing platforms within
the same generation as instruments. Following Corts
and Lederman (2009), we expect these instruments
to be correlated with each of the three endogenous
variables: with within-group share as they affect utility
of different options, with software variety as they
influence incentives to provide game titles, and with
price as they affect the ability to raise prices.

Another concern could be that console launches are
not exogenous, i.e., that they are chosen according to the
demand and supply situation of the current generation.
While theoretically possible, we feel that this is not a
major issue in our setting for two reasons: first, we
study the decisions of consumers and developers, and
for both, the launch was exogenous because they did
not control it. However, if purchase and development
decisions are made in anticipation of future console
releases, and releases are made with these expectations
in mind, our results might be biased. We address this
in a robustness test in our results section (Footnote 16).
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Second, release dates may get shifted by weeks or
months but not years, since the lifecycle of a (successful)
console is around four years, and because the speed of
progress is dictated by (fairly predictable) advances
in CPU technology. Given that our key independent
variable of interest, installed base, builds up over
several years, we do not feel that such relatively minor
shifts play a major role in our results.

4.3.2. Software Supply. The installed base of hard-
ware IBHW

jt is possibly endogenous as unobserved
shocks in the software market might lead to increased
software entry but also to increased hardware adoption.
We again use the instruments proposed by Clements
and Ohashi (2005) to account for this. The average age
of software titles on the market serves as an instrument,
although the direction in which the instrument works
is not clear. A high average software age could either
indicate profitable opportunities or tough competition.
We also use squared console age and an interaction
term between console age and average software age as
supply-side instruments. Finally, while the theoretical
possibility of endogenous console launches also exists
for game developers, we run a robustness test in §6.1
that suggests endogeneity does not bias our results.

5. Results
Our 2-stage least squares (2SLS) estimation results are
reported in Table 4.12 Columns 4a-1 and 4b-1 report
results without parent-installed base, 4a-2 and 4b-2
include just the linear term of parent-installed base,
and 4a-3 and 4b-3 include the interaction terms and
the hardware improvement factor. In all specifications,
we use brand dummies to control for unobserved
brand-specific effects as well as calendar month dum-
mies to control for the strong seasonality in console
sales. All 2SLS estimations are robust to arbitrary
heteroskedasticity and arbitrary autocorrelation.

We first discuss results for the main effect of backward
compatibility (Hypotheses 1 and 2) before turning to the
moderating effects of console age (Hypotheses 3A/3B)
and technological progress (Hypotheses 4A/4B).

Our control variables have the expected signs across
specifications. With increasing age, both hardware
demand and software supply go down. The industry
exhibits indirect network effects as the availability
of more software variety Ngt positively influences
demand, and the availability of a larger hardware
installed base in turn increases software variety. Price
elasticity of demand is negative and there is a strong
positive seasonal effect (not reported) in November

12 The corresponding ordinary least squares (OLS) regression results
are available from the authors and show the same signs and signifi-
cance for our hypothesis tests.

and December for both demand and supply.13 Higher
CPU speed increases demand.

5.1. Effect of Backward Compatibility on Hardware
Demand and Software Supply

We now discuss the first-order effect of parent-installed
base IBSW

j−11 t on hardware demand and software supply
separately.

5.1.1. Hardware Demand. Base IBSW
j−11 t has a

positive and significant coefficient for both specifica-
tions (4a-2) and (4a-3), supporting Hypothesis 1. For
specification (4a-2), we compare the effect of parent-
installed base with indirect network effects from soft-
ware variety Njt : one game title for the current genera-
tion has the same impact on demand as 617,391 game
titles sold for the parent generation.14 At the launch
of the Xbox 360 in November 2005, the installed base
of 118 million compatible Xbox games corresponded
to 192 available game titles for the new generation
in the demand equation. In the actual event, only 19
titles were actually available at launch and it took until
October 2007 for 192 titles to be available.

5.1.2. Software Supply. Adding IBSW
j−11 t to the base-

line specification in estimation (4b-2) and in the full
model (4b-3), we obtain a significant negative effect on
software variety. The estimates in model (4b-2) suggest
that every million copies in the parent-installed base
leads to 0.172 fewer game titles offered on the market.
Looking again at the Xbox 360, the installed base of 118
million compatible Xbox games would reduce software
supply by 20 titles at its launch date. This implies that
absent a parent-installed base, 39 games would have
been available at the launch of the Xbox 360.

As reduced software supply also translates into
reduced demand, we can compare the strength of the
direct demand-enhancing effect of backward compati-
bility with the indirect demand-reducing effect. When
using the estimates from model (4a-2) and (4b-2), we
see that the coefficient for the direct effect in model
(4a-2) of 0.230 clearly outweighs the size of the indirect
effect of −00027.15 The dominance of the direct effect
over the indirect effect also holds when comparing
the relative coefficient sizes in the full models (4a-3)
and (4b-3).

13 Because the right-hand side of the hardware demand model is the
mean utility of console j in month t, the magnitudes of the coefficients
for the demand model cannot be interpreted in a meaningful way
(Corts and Lederman 2009). We therefore compare the strengths
of different effects or discuss marginal effects from changes in a
console’s backward compatibility.
14 The average unit sales of games in our sample are 196,606.
15 The strength of the demand-reducing indirect effect is calculated
by multiplying the coefficient for parent installed base of −00172
from model (4b-2) with the coefficient for number of available games
of 0.157 from model (4a-2).
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Table 4 Estimates for Hardware Demand and Software Supply

Panel A: Hardware demand, dependent variable: ln4sjt 5− ln4s0t 5

(4a-1) (4a-2) (4a-3)

SW installed base IB
SW
j−11 t [100 millions] 00230∗∗∗ 00989∗∗∗

40005125 4001615

Interaction term IB
SW
j−11 t · ajt −0000540∗∗∗

400001575

Interaction term IB
SW
j−11 t · IMPR CPU

j1 j−1 −000674∗∗∗

40001185

HW improvement IMPR CPU
j1 j−1 −0000520

400003365
Console age ajt −000199∗∗∗ −000107∗∗∗ −0000200

400006765 400003685 400002185
No. of available games Njt [hundreds] 00332∗∗∗ 00157∗∗∗ 00142∗∗∗

40006995 40003395 40003495
Deflated price pjt −0000198 −0000237∗ −0000147

400001575 400001235 4000009095
ln(within-group share sjt �B4t5=15 00476∗∗∗ 00712∗∗∗ 00738∗∗∗

4001055 40005265 40004475
Normalized CPU speed xCPU

jt 00602∗∗∗ 00295∗∗∗ 00395∗∗∗

4001465 40007075 40008575
Observations 816 816 816
R2 00757 00900 00934
Hansen’s J 20198 60032 15048

Panel B: Software supply, dependent variable: Njt [hundreds]

(4b-1) (4b-2) (4b-3)

SW installed base IB
SW
j−11 t [100 millions] −00172∗∗∗ −20150∗∗∗

40004185 4001895

Interaction term IB
SW
j−11 t · ajt 000189∗∗∗

400001745

Interaction term IB
SW
j−11 t · IMPR CPU

j1 j−1 00173∗∗∗

40002155

HW improvement IMPR CPU
j1 j−1 −00103∗∗∗

400008415
Console age ajt −000182∗∗∗ −000213∗∗∗ −000132∗∗∗

400004515 400004675 400004875

HW installed base IB
HW
jt [millions] 00552∗∗∗ 00564∗∗∗ 00523∗∗∗

40002095 40002125 40002275

Interaction term IB
HW
jt · ajt −0000215∗∗∗ −0000219∗∗∗ −0000269∗∗∗

4000002245 4000002345 4000001905
Observations 816 816 816
R2 00855 00856 00914
Hansen’s J 76037 74070 61080

Notes. 2SLS estimates. Standard errors in parentheses are robust to arbitrary heteroskedasticity and arbitrary autocorrelation.
Brand dummies, calendar month dummies, and constant are included but not reported.

∗∗∗p < 0001, ∗∗p < 0005, and ∗p < 001.

5.2. Importance of Backward Compatibility
Over Time

In our Hypotheses 3A and 3B, we argued that the
influence of backward compatibility declines over time
as more games for the current generation become avail-
able. Therefore, we add an interaction term between
console age and the size of the parent generation’s
compatible installed base.

5.2.1. Hardware Demand. The significant and neg-
ative sign of the interaction term IBSW

j−11 t · ajt supports

Hypothesis 3A. Combining the effects of the installed
base with the interaction term for specification (4a-3),
we see that the demand-enhancing effect of backward
compatibility declines by 6.6% per year.

5.2.2. Software Supply. The interaction term
IBSW

g−11 t · agt is positive and significant, supporting
Hypothesis 3B. Comparing again the effect strength of
the main effect IBSW

j−11 t with the interaction term, we
see that the supply-reducing effect of the installed base
declines by 10.5% per year.
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Table 5 Estimates for Different Rolling Windows of IBSW
g−11 t as Well as for Considering Only Superstar Games for IBSW

g−11 t (Panel A) and for Software Supply
Only by Third Parties (Panel B)

Panel A: Hardware demand, dependent variable: ln4sjt 5− ln4s0t 5

(5a-1) (5a-2) (5a-3) (5a-4)

Length of rolling window 3 years 2 years 1 year Superstar

SW installed base IB
SW
j−11 t [100 millions] 10423∗∗∗ 10831∗∗∗ 10926∗∗∗ 10938∗∗∗

4003625 4003245 4003235 4003365

Interaction term IB
SW
j−11 t · ajt −000109∗∗∗ −000104∗∗∗ −000108∗∗∗ −0000959∗∗∗

400003855 400003185 400003185 400002865

Interaction term IB
SW
j−11 t · IMPR CPU

j1 j−1 −000896∗∗∗ −00125∗∗∗ −00131∗∗∗ −00146∗∗∗

40002765 40002435 40002375 40002675

HW improvement IMPR CPU
j1 j−1 −0000342 −0000518 −0000538 −0000493

400003905 400003555 400003455 400003445
Console age ajt −0000310 −0000269 −0000235 −0000105

400002725 400002375 400002265 400002245
No. of available games Njt [hundreds] 00194∗∗∗ 00158∗∗∗ 00151∗∗∗ 00148∗∗∗

40004835 40003825 40003615 40003745
Deflated price pjt −00000495 −0000152 −0000155∗ −00000843

400001025 4000009495 4000009375 4000008845
ln(within-group share sjt �B4t5=15 00705∗∗∗ 00730∗∗∗ 00733∗∗∗ 00740∗∗∗

40005725 40004765 40004585 40004755
Normalized CPU speed xCPU

jt 00396∗∗∗ 00405∗∗∗ 00405∗∗∗ 00395∗∗∗

4001065 40009195 40008835 40008955
Observations 816 816 816 816
R2 00911 00928 00932 00929
Hansen’s J 21010 16046 15084 17049

Panel B: Software supply, dependent variable: Njt [hundreds]

(5b-1) (5b-2) (5b-3) (5b-4)

Length of rolling window 3 years 2 years 1 year 3rd party

SW installed base IB
SW
j−11 t [100 millions] −30062∗∗∗ −30870∗∗∗ −40096∗∗∗ −20439∗∗∗

4003625 4003645 4003735 4002085

Interaction term IB
SW
j−11 t · ajt 000324∗∗∗ 000342∗∗∗ 000359∗∗∗ 000209∗∗∗

400003475 400003375 400003465 400001875

Interaction term IB
SW
j−11 t · IMPR CPU

j1 j−1 00241∗∗∗ 00320∗∗∗ 00334∗∗∗ 00201∗∗∗

40004095 40004085 40004245 40002225

HW improvement IMPR CPU
j1 j−1 −000964∗∗∗ −00102∗∗∗ −00102∗∗∗ −000881∗∗∗

400008305 400008395 400008405 400006435
Console age ajt −000130∗∗∗ −000147∗∗∗ −000142∗∗∗ −000178∗∗∗

400005055 400004885 400004875 400003265

HW installed base IB
HW
jt [millions] 00496∗∗∗ 00517∗∗∗ 00520∗∗∗ 00424∗∗∗

40002415 40002315 40002295 40001515

Interaction term IB
HW
jt · ajt −0000240∗∗∗ −0000255∗∗∗ −0000261∗∗∗ −0000193∗∗∗

4000001855 4000001885 4000001895 4000001475
Observations 816 816 816 813
R2 00908 00912 00913 00924
Hansen’s J 68058 64026 62097 52087

Notes. 2SLS estimates. Standard errors in parentheses are robust to arbitrary heteroskedasticity and arbitrary autocorrelation. Brand dummies, calendar month
dummies, and constant are included but not reported.

∗∗∗p < 0001, ∗∗p < 0005, and ∗p < 001.

5.3. Backward Compatibility and Technological
Progress

We now turn to the interaction between parent-installed
base and technological progress.

5.3.1. Hardware Demand. Our results support Hy-
pothesis 4A; the interaction term has a significantly

negative coefficient. Combining the counteracting effects
of a parent-installed base and the interaction term for
specification (4a-3), we see that parent-installed base has
a positive effect if the percentage increase in CPU speed
compared to the compatible parent generation is smaller
than 1,467%. The largest technological leap between two
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contiguous generations in our data set is the switch from
the PlayStation 2 to PlayStation 3. For this generation
change, CPU speed increased from 294.9 MHz to 3,200
MHz, an increase of 985%. Here, compatibility with the
parent installed base played a much weaker (although
still positive) role. This coincides with the observation
that Sony lost its dominant position in the game console
market to the Xbox 360 and the Wii.

5.3.2. Software Supply. The results from speci-
fication (4b-3) supports Hypothesis 4B that higher
technological progress between generations reduces the
supply-decreasing effect of a large parent installed base.
We see a substitutive effect from a parent-installed
base as long as the technological leap is smaller than
1,242%. Thus, the PlayStation 3 still experienced reduced
game supply through backward compatibility, but the
effect was much weaker than for consoles with smaller
technological improvements.

6. Robustness Tests
Our results show a strong effect of backward compati-
bility on the demand of new hardware generations.
Even though our measure of parent installed base also
changes within each console as console generations
usually overlap and software for the old generation is
still sold while the new generation is already on the
market, we only observe a limited number of different
consoles. We therefore want to rule out that backward
compatibility simply proxies for other unobserved
factors. We address this in three ways: First, we discuss
if producer-specific effects might drive our results. Sec-
ond, we re-run our analysis with data from the adjacent
industry of handheld video game consoles. Third, using
a consumer-level data set, we exploit consumer-level
heterogeneity to clearly attribute the effect of backward
compatibility on demand to parent-installed base.16

6.1. Producer-Specific Effects
We control for effects specific to the console producer
by including brand dummies in all specifications. These
brand dummies capture all time-invariant effects such
as reputation, distribution networks, or technological
capability. One possibility would be that unobserved
(by the econometrician) brand attractiveness or rela-
tionships to retailers may have grown over time and
that the parent installed base simply proxies for this
increase rather than a “real” effect of backward com-
patibility. To alleviate this possible bias, we run our
preferred regressions (4a-3 and 4b-3) using the rolling
software installed base IBSW

j−11 t of the three years, two

16 We also ran robustness tests (available from the authors) regarding
the potential impact of consumer and developer expectations by
including forward-looking installed base, the current growth tra-
jectory, and excluding the months immediately preceding a new
console’s launch. Our results are qualitatively unchanged.

years, and one year before the observation month
instead of the overall installed base. Results are shown
in Table 5 and show a qualitatively similar picture as
our baseline results. Unless reputation or retailer rela-
tionships closely follow recent (not generational) sales,
this renders these alternative explanations unlikely. For
hardware demand, we run an additional robustness
test (5a-4) in which only superstar games with more
than 500,000 copies sold count towards the parent
installed base IBSW

g−11 t . Finally, as game release patterns
of console manufacturers could differ from third-party
developers and to rule out issues of console launches
chosen endogenously to maximize joint console and
game profits, we run an additional software supply
estimation (5b-4) in which we only consider games
published by 3rd parties and not the console manufac-
turers themselves. Our results are highly robust to all
these variations.

6.2. Handheld Consoles
To make sure that our results are not driven by the
peculiarities of the specific submarket of the video
game industry, we repeat our analysis in the adjacent,
but competitively different, industry of handheld video
game consoles. Handheld consoles, like regular con-
soles, are platforms of hard- and software, but they
have built-in screens and are battery-powered and
therefore portable.

The generations in the handheld console industry
evolved parallel to the video console industry and we
also observe Generations IV–VII. The fourth genera-
tion was dominated by Nintendo’s Game Boy/Game
Boy Pocket17 consoles with Sega’s Game Gear being the
only competitor. Nintendo maintained their dominant
position in the next generation with the backward
compatible Game Boy Color but also released the 3D
console Virtual Boy, which was a commercial failure.
The competing game.com/game.com Pocket Pro consoles
could not challenge Nintendo’s dominant position.
Nintendo’s success continued in the sixth generation
with the Game Boy Advance/Game Boy Advance SP
consoles that were again backward compatible. New
competition in the form of the Neo Geo Pocket Color
and Nokia’s N-Gage/N-Gage QD did not succeed. The
only strong competitor for Nintendo emerged in Gen-
eration VII with Sony’s PlayStation Portable/PlayStation
Portable Slim consoles being as successful as Nintendo’s
DS/DS Lite.

We construct the data for this robustness test from
NPD data, including all handheld console and software

17 In the handheld console industry, manufacturers often release two
versions of a console, with the second one still playing the same
games but being more lightweight. For example, the original Game
Boy weighs 300 g while the (technically identical) Game Boy Pocket
weighs 148 g.
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Table 6 Demand and Supply Estimates for Handheld Video Consoles

Panel A: Hardware demand, dependent variable: ln4sjt 5− ln4s0t 5

(6a-1) (6a-2) (6a-3)

SW installed base IB
SW
g−11 t [100 millions] 10492∗∗∗ 10411∗∗

4001255 4007085

Interaction term IB
SW
g−11 t · ajt −000314∗∗∗

400009565

Interaction term IB
SW
g−11 t · IMPR CPU

g1 g−1 −00388∗∗∗

4001395

HW improvement IMPR CPU
g1 g−1 00897∗∗∗

4001975
Console age ajt −000239∗∗∗ −000109∗∗∗ −0000489∗∗

400004325 400002355 400002335
No. of available games Ngt [hundreds] 00458∗∗∗ 000775∗∗ 00117∗∗

40006085 40003015 40005345
Deflated price pjt −0000885∗ −0000897∗∗∗ −0000708∗∗

400004545 400002565 400003565
ln(within-group share sjt �B4t5=15 00795∗∗∗ 00737∗∗∗ 00655∗∗∗

4001165 40006175 40009315

Normalized console weight xweight
jt 00261∗ −00254∗∗∗ −00322∗∗∗

4001555 40009215 4001025
Normalized CPU speed xCPU

jt 00174 00157∗∗ 00169∗

4001195 40006905 40008955
Observations 502 502 502
R2 00856 00952 00958
Hansen’s J 80171 34037 34045

Panel B: Software supply, dependent variable: Ngt [hundreds]

(6b-1) (6b-2) (6b-3)

SW installed base IB
SW
g−11 t [100 millions] −00110 −10278∗∗∗

40008405 4002855

Interaction term IB
SW
g−11 t · agt −00000489

400003865

Interaction term IB
SW
g−11 t · IMPR CPU

g1 g−1 00510∗∗∗

40006155

HW improvement IMPR CPU
g1 g−1 −00198

4001235
Format age agt −000158∗∗∗ −000160∗∗∗ −000216∗∗∗

400001565 400001575 400001205

HW installed base IB
HW
gt [millions] 00346∗∗∗ 00352∗∗∗ 00382∗∗∗

400005715 400005975 40001215

Interaction term IB
HW
gt · agt −0000132∗∗∗ −0000138∗∗∗ −0000148∗∗∗

4000001055 4000001045 4000001285
Observations 417 417 417
R2 00979 00978 00983
Hansen’s J 12093 10069 19033

Notes. 2SLS estimates. Standard errors in parentheses are robust to arbitrary heteroskedasticity and arbitrary autocorrelation. Brand dummies, calendar month
dummies, and constant are included but not reported.

∗∗∗p < 0001, ∗∗p < 0005, and ∗p < 001.

sales in the United States from 1/1995 until 11/2007.
Using the same estimation model as for the video
consoles,18 we repeat the baseline specifications from
Table 4 in Table 6 for the handheld industry. The results
are in line with our earlier results: a compatible parent-

18 The only difference in notation is that we distinguish between
consoles j(e.g., Game Boy Pocket) and console generations g (e.g.,
Game Boy and Game Boy Pocket) since we can distinguish hardware
at the console level, but software is the same within each console
generation. We also add console weight as an additional control
variable.

installed base increases demand (Hypothesis 1), we find
partial confirmation for the supply-reducing effect of
backward compatibility (Hypothesis 2) and the impor-
tance of backward compatibility over time (Hypothe-
ses 3A/3B), and strong support for the moderating
role of technological progress (Hypotheses 4A/4B).

6.3. Micro-Level Evidence
We used aggregated console-specific monthly data in
our baseline analysis. To get an even deeper under-
standing of the mechanisms driving the installed base
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Table 7 Micro-Level Evidence for Hardware Demand

Dependent variable: Purchase of console j

(7-1) (7-2)

Coefficients
SW installed base ln4IBSW

j−11 i 5 00513∗∗∗ 00582∗∗∗

400004005 400007015

Interaction term ln4IBSW
j−11 i 5 · IMPR CPU

j1 j−1 −000125∗∗∗

400001025

Marginal effects of ln4IBSW
j−11 i 5

At the mean 000264∗∗∗

4000005415

At IMPR CPU
j1 j−1 = 0050 000303∗∗∗

4000006905

At IMPR CPU
j1 j−1 = 9085 000234∗∗∗

4000005445

Observations 886,214 886,214
Individuals 63,301 63,301
Pseudo R2 00202 00202

Notes. Logit estimates with standard errors in parentheses clustered on the
level of the individual. Platform dummies and constant are included but not
reported. The main effect of IMPR CPU

g1 g−1 in specification (7-2) is absorbed by
the platform dummies.

∗∗∗p < 0001.

effect, we collected additional consumer-level data on
game console adoption. Using this data, we can exploit
consumer-level heterogeneity to clearly attribute the
effect of backward compatibility to the installed base
of compatible software.

The user-level data set comes from the video gaming
community Gamespot.com. Users on this platform
self-report their portfolio of owned games, therefore
letting us track their long-term purchasing behavior.
Specifically, if a user reports owning games for a cer-
tain platform, we assume she owns this platform. We
observe game possession for all 14 game consoles in
Table 1 for 63,301 individuals. These individuals own
on average 4.0 game consoles, and we estimate the
binary purchase decision of each individual for each
console. For each individual-console purchase decision,
we observe the individual-specific installed base of
compatible games of the parent console IBSW

j−11 i and
ask if owning games for a previous console makes
consumers more prone to purchasing a new, compatible
one. Logit results are reported in Table 7. Specifica-
tion (7-1) shows results for the main effect of backward
compatibility while specification (7-2) interacts it with
hardware improvement.19

As the coefficients in nonlinear models cannot be
directly interpreted (Ai and Norton 2003), we follow
Wiersema and Bowen (2009) to calculate marginal
effects. At the mean, a one standard-deviation increase

19 The interaction with console age cannot be added as we do not
observe when individuals adopt a console.

in parent installed base increases adoption probabili-
ties by around 2.6%, in line with Hypothesis 1. The
strength of the effect is moderated by technological
progress between generations: while the 50% increase
in computing power between the GameCube and the Wii
console leads to an installed base effect of 3.0%, this
goes down to 2.3% for the 985% increase in computing
power between the PlayStation 2 and PlayStation 3. We
thus obtain consistent results on hardware demand
from a different data set using a different method,
giving us further confidence in our results.20

7. Conclusion
We study the effects of backward compatibility in a
platform market, the U.S. home video game console
market. Being able to draw on a sizable installed base
through backward compatibility helped game consoles
carry over their success in a prior generation into a
new one. Here, backward compatibility works through
the installed base of games for a compatible parent
generation and the effect of backward compatibility is
moderated by the rate of technological improvement
between generations and the generation’s age.

On the hardware demand side, the installed base of
compatible games for the parent generation increases
demand for the new generation. However, large tech-
nological improvements across generations come at
the cost of consumers valuing backward compatibility
less as their utility from using the old complementary
products is comparatively low. Therefore, benefits from
large technological improvement are partially offset by
the reduced benefits from backward compatibility, offer-
ing a new mechanism as to why superior technological
performance does not always yield a competitive edge
(Anderson et al. 2014). On the software supply side,
we find that backward compatibility lowers the supply
of new software, and that this effect is less pronounced
for consoles with higher technological progress, which
suggests that there is a (previously not identified) “dark
side” to a parent installed base through backward
compatibility. Moreover, we find that both the demand-
enhancing and the supply-reducing effects wear off as
the console gets older.

By jointly analyzing hardware demand and soft-
ware supply, we identify a demand-enhancing effect of
backward compatibility directly affecting hardware
demand and a demand-reducing one that works indi-
rectly through reduced software variety for a platform.
The demand-increasing effect clearly outweighs the
demand-decreasing effect in the industry we study,
but could also be weaker in markets where supply of
new complementary goods has a stronger influence on
demand.

20 The software supply decision cannot be estimated at the micro-level.
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Backward compatibility can be important for strate-
gies in platform business models if platforms exhibit
generational technological change that could “reset
the clock” and make it difficult for incumbents to
maintain a strong market position in the new genera-
tion. Examples of firms successfully defending their
market position (at least partly) through backward
compatibility are Microsoft’s strategy of allowing all
prior-generation Windows programs to run on the
newest version, or iPhone apps running on the iPad.

Our results also have broader implications for the
longevity of competitive advantage. Maintaining a
competitive advantage is challenging if technological
progress renders existing sources of competitive advan-
tage obsolete or at least depreciates them (Lee et al.
2010, Sørensen and Stuart 2000). Firms can draw on
two broad mechanisms to counteract the depreciation
of their market position. First, incumbent firms can
possess dynamic capabilities developed from prior
generations that are useful in the new generation (Chen
et al. 2012, Danneels 2002, Eggers 2012, de Figueiredo
and Silverman 2007, Kotha et al. 2011). For example,
similar production processes for contiguous technologi-
cal generations helps transfer learning curve effects to
the new generation. Second, firms may also use assets
acquired in a previous generation (Hill and Rothaermel
2003, Jones 2003, Rothaermel and Boeker 2008, Tripsas
1997). Such assets could be an established reputation
and brand loyalty by consumers (Jacoby and Kyner
1973), or ongoing relationships with suppliers of com-
plementary products or retailers (Lee et al. 2010, Wade
1995). Our work suggests that a large parent installed
base is also such an asset that can be leveraged though
backward compatibility to provide an intergenerational
competitive advantage.

Our findings on the role backward compatibility has
on hardware demand and software supply as well as
the moderating effects can be generalized to industries
in which generational change occurs but complemen-
tary products of adjacent generations substitute for
each other. This is given for many platform industries
such as smartphones where new generations of smart-
phone operating systems trigger development of a new
wave of apps, while apps designed for the previous
generation can still be used and migrated to the new
generation. In a different context and emphasizing the
consumers’ perspective, seasonal cycles in fashion mean
that consumers will typically simultaneously possess
clothing from different collections. If fashion changes
over time, consumers will consider last season’s clothing
imperfect substitutes to this season’s, but it is still in
the choice set of consumers. Given budget constraints,
consumers will weigh up which new items they want
to buy and for which they can still use last season’s.

Our results have important implications for man-
agers. Managers in platform markets must consider

backward compatibility to a parent installed base an
important parameter that helps carry over a strong
competitive position across generations. This strategy is
most beneficial in situations where the new generation
offers moderate technological advancements over the
established one. Because the effect is strongest when
the new console has just been released, managers can
use backward compatibility as an effective way to over-
come the startup problem for new platform generations.
Judiciously managing the tradeoff between drawing
on an established installed base and achieving techno-
logical progress is thus a key challenge for technology
strategists in many network industries with rapid (and
possibly discontinuous) technological progress.
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